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Author Kevin Fenton visits Winona State
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Kevin Fenton took time after his reading to sign copies of his book, "Merit Badges," for students.
Calline Cronin
selections from his first novel your hometown," Fenton said. long," he said. However, Fenton

Winonan

Winona State University's
Great River Reading Series
launched its 2012 season on
Tuesday, Jan. 24, welcoming
author Kevin Fenton to read

"Merit Badges".
"Merit Badges" is set in
Minnisapa, Minn., a fictional
version of Winona, Fenton's
hometown.
"There's something special
about being invited back to

"Merit Badges," which won also said that time away from
the Association of Writers & his work proved beneficial.
Writing Programs Award for "One of the important parts of
the novel, began as a series writing is walking away from
of short stories that Fenton the manuscript."
developed over 18 years.
The plot of the novel
"The process was ungodly follows the lives of four main

Brad barren/winonan

characters—Chimes Sanborn,
Quint King, Slow Slocum, and
Barb Carimona—

See FENTON, pg.2
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FENTON
as they transition from
adolescence to adulthood, a
shift that brings both happiness
and crisis. If any of the
characters' last names sound
familiar, it's because they're
taken from actual street names
in Winona.
Fenton admitted that he
initially didn't think any of the
characters were representations
of himself, but his wife
apparently thought otherwise,

continued from pg. 1
"My wife laughed and laughed
and said all four of them
were me," Fenton said. "As
teenagers, I'm a part of all of
them."
In addition to reading
selections from
"Merit
Badges", Fenton also read an
excerpt from his second novel's
manuscript. This next novel
focuses on a single character,
Duane Einwald, one that played
a small role in "Merit Badges"

as the "punch line." But don't
expect to see this story hitting
bookshelves any time soon;
Fenton sees it as a "true work
in progress."
Elizabeth Oness, an associate
professor of English at Winona
State, appreciated Fenton's
honesty and humility. "One of
the great things about having
a visiting writer come to
WSU," she said, "is that often
that writer will say things in

a slightly different way than I
might, or get at an important
idea in a way that's helpful for
students to hear."
Oness believes we are
always "creating fictions of
our childhoods," similar to
Fenton's invention of a fictional
Winona.
Fenton's
reading
also
impressed James Armstrong,
another English professor at
Winona State. "Fenton is great,"

he said, "very accessible and
very identifiable." Armstrong
was
equally
impressed
with "Merit Badges" itself,
especially the way it depicted
the transition from high school
to adulthood.

Contact Calline at
CCronin07@winona.edu

Wellness Challenge begins this week

Erin Seaberg
Winonan

For the past eight years,
the Winona State University
campus community has had
the chance to participate in
the Wellness Challenge. This
year's challenge begins Feb. 1.
This challenge is intended to
motivate students, faculty and
staff to lead a healthier lifestyle.
Teams of ten will compete
to win a wellness challenge
t-shirt, which will be awarded

2*News

at the end of the challenge.
Nicole Donaldson, a fitness
instructor on campus, said,
"We would like persons to get
an opportunity to start down
their wellness path, and be able
to enjoy it with the friendship
of others."
The winning team will
be determined based on the
number of points earned
throughout the challenge.
Points are earned by
participating
in
various
health-oriented
activities

including exercise, eating Challenge has been a success
healthy,
drinking
water, at Winona State. Typically,
visiting the doctor and getting participant numbers total 200.
enough sleep. Point totals are
Nikki Tomczyk, a recent
documented and turned in by graduate of Winona State and
each team.
previous Wellness Challenge
Currently, there are three participant, said, "I enjoyed the
teams signed up to participate Wellness Challenge because it
in the challenge, but new teams is something I could do with
are still welcome. Teams of my friends. When you do a
ten can sign up by visiting the program like this with other
Wellness Challenge website people you are able to hold each
and filling out the team sign-up other accountable which makes
everyone more successful."
sheet.
The Wellness Challenge
In the past, the Wellness

will continue to have a place
on campus, as they plan to
repeat the program in future
years. Donaldson said, "We
are always looking for ways
to involve the students so we
hope to offer more programs
like this."

Contact Erin at
ESeaberg06@winona.edu

Counseling and Wellness Services host grief group
Julia Sand
Winonan

together to help cope with loss
and find support in times of
need.
Alsaker
said, "In
my
Starting Feb. 2, students
who are dealing with a loss experience, the people that
due to death of a loved one are come have really appreciated
encouraged to join the Grief this confidential space to talk
Group held by the Counseling about their loss, to get support
in their grief, and to gain some
and Wellness Services.
This is a five-week program possible strategies for coping
with 75-minute sessions is with loss."
A typical session starts off
designed to remind students that
they are not alone. The group with some free discussion
is usually small, consisting in opportunity, where students
the past of about five to eight are encouraged to talk freely
people, and it is designed to about whatever they choose.
be a relaxed and welcoming Then, there is time for sharing
of information from
the
setting and environment.
Students who have not dealt facilitators: Alsaker and a
with loss have a hard time graduate student intern.
Alsaker said that sometimes
relating with those who have;
typically students dealing with students have shared poems or
loss find support at home, and readings that have been helpful
since they are not at home, to them in their coping process.
During sessions, topics such
feeling alone is very common,
explained Eunice Alsaker, as self-care are discussed.
coordinator of the Grief Group. Other topics that may be talked
Every two years, Winona about: there is not a "right way"
State University participates to grieve—everyone has their
in what is called "College own way; the importance of
Students
Health
Survey support; creating a new normal
Report." In 2010, 21 percent of for lives, instead of trying to
Winona State students reported make things as they were.
"For me, it's inspiring to see
they had lost someone close to
them within the past 12 months. such resiliency in people. I see
Students dealing with loss a lot of strengths," said Alsaker.
Students who have attended
are certainly not alone.
The Grief Group is held in in the past have had a death
hopes that students who have of a loved one anywhere from
experienced loss can come months prior to years prior.

This group is an ongoing
opportunity that is typically
offered every semester. Alsaker
pointed out that this may not
be the right time to be in a
group; however, Counseling
and Wellness Services want
students to know that this
group is always an option in
the future.
If students do not wish to
participate in a group session,

other options are also available,
such as one-on-one.
"Make sure you get some
support in your life. Grief
Group is an option, but there are
a lot of other options. The main
thing is that you get support in
some way," said Alsaker.
If students are interested in
joining, contact Eunice Alsaker
at EAlsaker@winona.edu or
call her at 507-457-5330. She

will have a short screening via
email or phone. Sessions are
held in 222 of the Integrated
Wellness Complex.

Contact Julia at

JSandl 0@winona.edu
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Student literary and art magazine accepting submissions
Melissa Edel
Winonan

Satori, the student-produced
literary magazine at Winona
State University, is looking for
works of art or photographs,
poetry and prose from any
student attending Winona State.
Satori has been a part of
Winona State since 1970
as a student art and writing
magazine and is funded by
the student activity fee, which
allows it to be available to all
students.
English professor Gary Eddy
said he was interested in being
a part of Satori because when
he was an undergraduate he
worked on a magazine just like
it.
mmm
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He said, "I love being
involved in student work."
Eddy teaches Projects in
Writing and Language which
meets once a week. The class
focuses on writing, publishing
and language. In addition, the
class edits publications like
Satori.
Editors and editors-in-chief
of Satori are encouraged to
attend. Satori editors receive
one credit and editors-in-chief
may receive two credits for this
course.
Junior Courtney Kowalke
has been a part of Satori since
her freshman year. She will
be an editor-in-chief this year,
and she said she enjoys the
small class size. "The class size
allows us to focus in on the

quality of work."
Among
several
things,
editors of Satori focus on
obtaining manuscripts and
artwork as well as select and
edit manuscripts in committees.
Some responsibilities of
editors-in-chief are to attend
Student Senatebudgetmeetings,
advertise and promote Satori
prior to submission deadline
and approve design and content
decisions.
Kowalke
said,
"It's
interesting to see what other
people are writing. It's cool to
be a part of a magazine that has
such a background at Winona
State University. I also like
working with the people in the
class."
Eddy said Satori will be

available to read in April, near
the end of the semester. He said
students can find the magazine
at the release celebration,
celebrating
the
issues
publication, the student activity
center, the student resource
center, through student senate,
and around campus.
Kowalke said, "Having
Satori at Winona State
University is important for a lot
of students because the students
who write have an outlet, and
being published in Satori is
helpful because they will have
something in the future to show
other publishers."
Eddy said, "Creative writers
find out about their writing and
are able to get it out there."

Eddy said although not
everyone's work makes it in
Satori, anyone on campus,
including undergraduates and
graduate students can submit
their work. The deadline for
submissions is Feb. 13. Satori
is looking for a maximum
submission of five pages poetry,
15 pages prose and five works
of arts and or photography. All
submissions must include the
writer's email address and the
works' titles on a separate page.
Students can submit their
work to satorieditors@winona.
edu.

Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona.edu

New health insurance policy in the works for students
Rebecca Mueller
Winonan

New
health
insurance
regulations for Winona State
University students may be in
place as early as the Fall 2012
semester. The new regulations
would require all students to
have health insurance, either
through their parents' plans,
a plan offered through the
school, or through a different
insurance option.
Similar
regulations
are
already in place at two other
schools in the MnSCU system:
Bemidji State University and
Minnesota State University
Moorhead.
Under the current regulations,
only athletes and international
students are required to have
health insurance prior to
enrolling at Winona State.
A task force is currently
forming to explore all benefits
and repercussions of the new
health insurance regulations.
The group is made up of
relevant
staff,
including
Director of Health and Wellness

Services Connie Kamara, Dean
of Students Karen Johnson,
and Insurance Specialist Mary
Agin along with students who
are interested in the issue.
"It's just so important for us
to include students and hear
what they have to say before we
make any recommendations,"
Johnson said.
The budget for Health
Services is supported by
student fees and approved
yearly by the Student Senate.
Students are not charged a
co-pay, but they are told up
front if they will be charged
for certain procedures such as
wart removal or stitches. These
charges can be filed through
a student's health insurance,
but without health insurance,
students must pay for treatment
with their own money.
"If they don't have health
insurance, most of them
choose not to go and not to get
treatment," said Johnson. "It
could be any medical condition.
For anyone without insurance,
it could be catastrophic."
A 2009 study revealed that

6 percent of Winona State
students are uninsured. Kamara
explained that since the time of
the study, Health Services has
seen an increase in inquiries
from parents looking to keep
their college-bound children
insured while the family faces
job losses or other economic
difficulties.
"It's been heartbreaking to
see students struggle," Kamara
said.
Most students would not be
affected by the new regulations.
Those who are uninsured would
have to make a choice.
"Some might choose not
to enroll here if they had to
purchase health insurance,"
said Johnson. She believes the
best-case scenario involves all
students getting coverage.
"The bottom line is [for
anyone] living in this country
without health insurance, one
incident could just totally
devastate you for the rest of
your life."
Winona State currently offers
an insurance plan for students
through United Health Care.

•

Some students, including wellness since the completion
international students, already of the Integrated Wellness
take advantage of this program Complex. These efforts include
and
receive
affordable the tobacco-free policy, the
coverage. If more students sign Zipcar program, and the bike
up for the university's insurance rental program. The new health
plan, a more affordable package insurance regulations would be
can be offered.
one more step toward campus
Shannon Killeen, a student wellness.
senator of the College of
Johnson
encourages all
Nursing and Health Sciences, students to stay healthy. She
will be co-chairing the stated, "Students who are
committee with student senate healthy and who are wellPresident Jack Linehan. Her balanced are better students."
To learn more about the
first role will be collecting the
names of interested students health insurance regulations
and setting up meeting times or to share their opinions,
for the task force. Her role students can contact Shannon
in the task force is part of a Killeen at skilleen08@winona.
class project for Topics in edu or Connie Kamara at
To
Communication
Studies: ckamara@winona.edu.
Health
Communication, learn more about the insurance
which presents an opportunity plan offered by Winona State,
for students to serve the on- visit http://www.winona.edu/
campus community or the city healthservices/insurance.asp.
of Winona as a whole.
"It's really exciting to get this
type of thing going." Killeen
stated. "It's definitely going to
be a good option for students."
Winona State has seen Contact Rebecca at
a strong push for campus RMueller08@winona.edu

11:23 p.m
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Winona State celebrates Dickens's bicentennial
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Karin Chandler
Winonan

Famous Victorian English
novelist Charles Dickens's
200th birthday celebration is
taking place all over the world
this year, including Winona
State University.
The festival will mostly take
place in February with some
events in March. Ann-Marie
Dunbar, a professor in the
English department and one of
the members of the Celebration
of the Book Committee, said,
"Dickens is still prominent in
today's culture. He's still very
much with us, I think."
The Celebration of the Book
Committee started discussing
this event last spring, and
started planning for it in the fall.
Members of this committee
are people from the Winona
State campus and the Winona

6 •News

community.
The events will focus on book
history and the materiality of
the book.
The festival includes a variety
of events for people to enjoy.
Events include a Dickens reada-thon, a magic lantern show,
three films, a show of "Dickens
in Print," and end with "Run
Like the Dickens!" a 5k run/
walk.
Dunbar said, "We're hoping
to draw different interests."
Faculty,
community
members, local celebrities,
and some students will read
selections of Dickens' work
at the Dickens read-a-thon
on Tuesday, Feb. 7 from 6
to 9 p.m. at the Blue Heron
Coffee House. The readings
will be adaptions of Dickens'
public readings. Some of these
adaptions are parts of stories
and some were stories about a

certain character.
The magic lantern show will
be on Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 6
p.m. in Somsen Auditorium.
The show appeals to people
with film, theatre, and artistic
interests. The host is a third
generation showman. The show
is interactive and includes live
music and stories. Dunbar said,
"It's a unique opportunity to
see 19th century culture."
The three films are Great
Expectations, Oliver Twist,
and Dickens Before Sound:
A Collection of Silent Films.
Great Expectations will be
shown on Wednesday, Feb. 15
at 7 p.m. and the film is directed
by David Lean. Lean also
directed Oliver Twist, which
will be shown on Wednesday,
Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. Lean's
films illustrate how cinematic
Dickens is. The last film will
be shown on Wednesday, Feb.

29 at 7 p.m. The final film will
consist of shorter silent films
instead of full-length movies
like the previous films. All of
the films will be in room 120 in
the Science Laboratory Center.
Shelby Brose, a Winona State
student, said, "I'm excited to see
the videos of the actual novels
because I think it will really
help bring the environments
alive that Dickens has written
about in my mind. He does a
great job of being descriptive
so it's helpful to picture it but
it will be nice to see how others
have interpreted his writing."
Dickens in Print will be held
in the Winona Public Library
and on the third floor of Minne
from Feb. 6 until May 10.
This includes illustrations
from Dickens' novels, like
those of George Cruikshank,
information about printing
practices and the production

•
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process.
The 5k run/walk will
be on Saturday, April 28
starting at 9 a.m. at the Lions
Shelter, East Lake Winona.
Participants are invited to dress
up like Dickens characters.
Registration information will
be available in March at the
website,
www.winona.edu/
celebrationofihebook.
Sponsors of the events to
come include the English
department, the Winona Public
Library, The Book Shelf, the
WSU bookstore, the WSU
Library, the WSU Music
Department, the Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, and the
WSU Foundation.

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona.edu

What's Happening Around Winona State...
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"The View From Here"
Photography Exhibit
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Gallery
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

"The View From Here" Artist Talk
and Reception
Time: 3:30 p.m.
Place: Stark 103, reception in
Watkins Lobby
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu
UPAC presents George Watsky
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium
Contact: UPAC
upac@winona.edu

Practical Dalcroze for the
Elementary Music Classroom
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Place: PAC 159
Contact: Cathy Schmidt
CSchmidt@winona.edu

Healthy Monday: Your Brain, Just
Brighter
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion
healthpromotion@winona.edu

Dickens Read-a-thon
Time: 6-9 p.m.
Place: Blue Heron Coffee House
www.winona.edu/
celebrationofthebook.

Athenaeum: Interdisciplinary
Collaboration Experiment
Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: Library 2nd floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

Groundhog Day! Hug a
groundhog!

Wellness Challenge Start Day
Pick up registration forms in the
Fitness Center
Contact: Nicole Donaldson
NDonaldson07@winona.edu

Mugshots
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: Mugshots, West Campus
Contact: mugshots@winona.edu

Cardiac Rehab Promo Table
Time: all day
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Contact: Mari Johnson
MariLJohnson07@winona.edu

a m - 5 p.m.
Place: Lower Hyphen, Kryzs
Commons
Contact: Binaya Tripathi

Spring break is only 5 weeks
away!

Watch it Grow
Time: 4 p.m.
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Jill Henscfa
JHenscheid@winona.

Precinct Caucus
No university events or classes
after 6 p.m.
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"The View From Here"
Photography Exhibit
Time: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: Watkins Gallery
Contact: Kathy Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

Listen to some good music.

(go vote)
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OPINION/EDITORIAL
Trying to live in a world of reality shows
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2011

Ashley Ludin
Winonan

While a lot of my friends tend
to go out on Thursday nights, I
prefer staying in and watching
the newest episode of "Jersey
Shore". Rather than going out
and creating my own drunken
situations and memories, I
watch this obnoxious group of
eight 20-somethings squander
their money on drinks and
diamonds, usually ending
with someone in the "smush"
room.
Lately, the television stations
fill hours upon hours with
reality shows because they get
amazing ratings and we love
to watch other people do crazy
things rather than go out and
do them ourselves. We have
become a society entranced by
this crazy lifestyle.
Another TV show series
that I am guilty of watching is

the "Real Housewives" shows.
Whether it is Orange County,
New York, New Jersey,
Beverly Hills, or Atlanta,
I watch all of them rather
religiously. I admit that I have
become addicted to the drama
on the shows, as well as their
luxurious lifestyle. The way
they constantly drop hundreds
of thousands of dollars on
parties is only a dream when
I think about my impending
doom from my student loans.
But then I stop to think: if I did
have the money to throw lavish
parties, would I? The women
on these shows are most likely
getting paid to throw these
parties, so for the average Jane
like me, it is only a pipedream.
When stations like Bravo
and MTV have all of these
reality shows about basic,
everyday life, I begin to wonder
why don't I have a TV show?
My friends get just as crazy

and have just as much fun,
so why can't Bravo or MTV
scoop us up and make us into a
TV show? If 8 million viewers
tune in to watch an episode of
Jersey Shore, I'm sure at least
1 million would watch a group
of college kids from small
town Winona, Minn.! But if
everyone had a reality show,
would people still watch these
shows? It seems that way with
the ever-growing database of
reality shows.
Lately, it seems you can't
avoid getting sucked into
some form of a reality show.
Whether it's VHl's "Mob
Wives", CBS's "Big Brother",
FOX's "American Idol", Food
Network's Chopped, TLC's
Toddlers & Tiaras or hundreds
of others, most people are
probably obsessed with some
form of a reality show. It's
obvious that TV stations know
they're going to get ratings,

as it seems each week there's
another new reality show.
For instance, because of the
success of Lifetime's "Dance
Moms", they are making a
new one called "Ice Moms",
a show following a Michiganbased figure skating company.
Does anyone really care
about watching a show based
on figure skating coaches?
Probably not unless they are a
figure skater, yet I'm sure this
show will rake in better ratings
than much of CNN's programs,
which actually affect our lives.
Simply put, we live in a
society where we would rather
watch drama happen on a
screen and in other people's
lives than it to actually
happen to us. I would never
dream of spending $120,000
on a five-year-old's birthday
party, but I do enjoy living
vicariously through watching
these housewives squander

their money on such parties.
Perhaps someday I will be able
to throw a party as lavish as
those on the "Real Housewives
of Beverly Hills", but for now,
I'll stick to watching them feud
it out from the comfort of my
couch.

Contact Ashley at
ALudin08@winona.edu

Winona State students have the experience of a lifetime
Matt Shalbrack
Winonan
Ever wonder what would
happen if you took 24 students
with various majors on a trip
to the other side of the world
for 22 days?
After months of meetings
and planning, Winona State
University finally gave the
green light, making the "trip
of a lifetime" a reality.
Winona State professors
James Bowey and Dave Wright
of the mass communication
and recreation and tourism
departments led the adventure
to New Zealand and Australia
along with two previous
participants as guides.
Not all the students were
from Winona State, with
one student coming from
Minnesota State University Mankato and another coming
from
Southern
Oregon
University.
The Pacific Challenge is a
travel study program allowing
students to travel while earning
college credits simultaneously.
Overall, there are two
options for Pacific Challenge
trips that students participate
in, all of which vary in the
amount of days.

The first trip, the "Getaway,"
lasts 22 days and is the trip
the mass communication
department chose to base the
itinerary off of.
The "Getaway" consists
of activities such as rock
climbing,
whitewater
and black water rafting,
backpacking, swimming with
dolphin pods, skydiving,
luging, bungee jumping, and
spending New Year's Eve in
Sydney, Australia.
The other trip, the "Classic,"
lasts for 53 days from January
until March allowing students
to immerse themselves in
New Zealand and Australian
cultures.
Even though this trip sounds
like there was more time for
fun than learning, there were a
total of six credits offered for
students to complete.
"I learned so much by just
being there and experiencing
the countries and the people.
I feel like I learned more in
these three short weeks than I
have learned in a whole nineweek class at Winona State,"
business administration and
human resource management
senior Deena Ewert said.
On the mass communication
side of things, the class was a

three-credit photography class
designed specifically for this
trip, focusing on photography
in the global context.
Each day, students had
specific assignments that they
needed to focus on in order to
obtain a final letter grade to
receive the credits.
The other class offered
through the recreation and
tourism
department
was
Outdoor Pursuits II, which
focused on the tourism of New
Zealand and the positive and
negative effects that it has on
the country.
Once the schoolwork was
done for the day, there was
plenty of fun and adventure to
be had by everyone, including
the professors and guides.
The summation of why this
trip is important is because two
departments merged together
in order to foster learning in a
global context.
"I've
come
to
the
realization that I need to be
more appreciative of not only
the big picture of life, but the
small things that make beauty
come alive. Traveling is an
incredible experience that
has completely changed my
life. It's opened my eyes to
new possibilities, and a new

outlook on other cultures and
customs," junior advertising
student Jillian Benzen said.
When the 22 days of
adventure ended, the students
left 90-degree weather only
to be welcomed back to the
winter cold that Minnesota is
known for.
Although the tan lines
from the adventure may
fade, the memories of all
the accomplishments and
adventures will last a lifetime.
"The biggest thing that I
was able to take away from this
trip was a huge sense of what
friendship and community is.
If you just put yourself out
there, in a foreign country with
a group of strangers, you never
know what to expect, but those
are the times when people
really get to know each other
and bond with each other,"
senior public relations major
Laura McCormick said.

Contact Matt at
MShalbrack07@winona.edu

Come work for us!
The Winonan is now hiring opinion columnists, advertising
representatives, reporters and photographers. Email Molly at
MBarrett08@winona.edu for more information.

Interested in writing for the Winonan?
Stop by our weekly meeting on Sunday nights at 7 p.m. in the
Winonan Office, Kryzsko Commons.

You're going to
need the
experience.
Even if you're
an inquisitive,
ruthless,
down-and-dirty
reporter...

...you're still
going need
clips.
Start here.
The Winonan is
looking fo
reporters.

Email Editorin-Chief
Molly Barrett
with a writing
sample.
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Tiffany Streng wins college theatre festival competition
Hannah Bauman

Winonan
One of the top causes of
anxiety in students is the
simple thought of having
to get up in front of their
peers and speak. They
could be speaking about the
difference between divergent
and convergent boundaries
or the topic they know the
most about, themselves.
Some students, very few
it seems, actually prefer
getting up and expressing
themselves. They love the
thrill they get from being put
on the spot and having to put
their best foot forward.
One particular student at
Winona State University
that loves nothing more than
doing just this is Tiffany
Streng. She was recently
awarded first place in the
Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival
Regional 5 competition.
A theatre major with a
communication
studies
minor at Winona State,
Streng recently turned 22.
She sticks to a vegan diet
and after a long day of
schoolwork likes to unwind
by writing stand up and
playing with her two pet
ferrets.
Streng enjoys movies,
music,
and
consuming
peanut
butter
(although
some individuals may not
agree with the peanut butter
thing seeing as how they're
allergic). Streng makes sure
she finds time in her weeks
to do the things she loves
and performing is one of
those things.
The
Kennedy
Center
American College Theatre
Festival is a festival that
started back in 1969 and
has grown substantially
over the years. It breaks the
United States up into eight
geographical regions and
every January/February each
region holds a competition
for the performers.
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Streng participated in the
Irene Ryan Auditions. In
order to compete in such
a competition one must be
nominated by a respondent
from the Kennedy Center
American College Theatre
Festival who attends one of
your college productions.
Winona State's production
of "The Resistible Rise of
Arturo Ui" offered the role
of Ernesto Roma, which
Streng worked for. Streng
must have caught the eye
of the respondent because
next thing she knows she's
picking out performance
pieces.
The eligible must have three
separate performances ready
to perform. The first takes
place during the preliminary
round, a three-minute scene
done with a partner. After the
three-minute scene is a twominute scene followed by a
one-minute monologue.
Beating out 300 other
competitors is a title Streng
takes with honor. Because
Streng and her partner,
Anthony Schliesman, have
been chosen as the regional
winners they're off to the
far-off land of Washington
D.C.
In April they will compete
with the other regional
winners, performing the
same scenes, only at a
national level. Streng says,
"The competition itself is
not an indication of my
future career, but being able
to put ACTF regional winner
on my resume will definitely
not hurt."
Being up on stage gives
Streng a rush that she always
tries to turn into positive
energy. When her nerves
start settling in, Streng says
this is a good thing! The
nerves show her that she
cares about her performancethat she put her own time and
hard work into it and wants
nothing more than for it to
go over smoothly.
Streng was nervous before

the final
performances
because she and her partner
had worked really hard
on the pieces and wanted
nothing more than to do the
thing they love the most,
give something memorable
to the audience.
Attending Winona State
usually brings the simple
fact that nothing fun or
exciting happens since it is
such a small campus. Well,
no more is this the place that
goes unknown! We have a
great nursing program and
beautiful campus but we also
have some local celebrities
and fame.
It's interesting to know
that perhaps someday in the
future when Streng is out
on stage somewhere, doing
stand up, that I can look back
upon my days here at Winona
State and think, "Well, I'll be
darned, I remember seeing
her in the old performing
arts center when I was a
freshman." And Streng will
be able to think about how
one competition helped her
life become something she
could share with others.
Some
closing
words
from the star herself, "Last
year at ACTF Winona has
really been making a name
for ourselves in a variety
of different competitions
and it is nice to know that
it doesn't matter the size
school you come from, your
background, or how much
money you have. But hard
work, absolute adoration for
this craft and the dedication
of the faculty creates
greatness. I am proud that
Winona is getting recognized
for our hard work because I
feel we have an extremely
talented department."

Contact Hannah at
HBauman 10@winona.edu

Brad Farrell/Winonan

The festival is held annually
with more than 18,000 students in
attendance.

kcactf.org
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Suiting up to fight off harsh Minnesotan weather conditions
Hannah Jones
Winonan

it's found a home in the eyes
and noses of its victims.
Many a time, I've returned to
I raise the blind on my the dorm with my eyelashes
window and am immediately frozen together like little
stunned by the white, glacial popsicles. I hate Jerk Snow,
glare of snow. In a matter and Jerk Snow hates me and
of days, it has gone from everyone else.
A gale cuts across the
slushy, forgotten piles on the
corners of the sidewalk to an sidewalk outside, kicking up
entire arctic coating. To my a white, glinting sandstorm
dismay, I find upon closer that made me shiver just
examination that this is not watching. If I had the choice,
just any variety of snow. This I would simply close my
is not the fluffy, happy, wet, blinds and forget the outside
sticky snow that's associated world and its perils. Sadly, I
with snowmen and winter have obligations to see to in
frolic. That stuff is made of class, I've run out of milk, the
big, partially melted flakes dorm printer is broken again,
that fall slowly and stay and I have to return a dongle
politely on the ground once to tech support. I check the
they get there. This stuff is weather online: negative 10
degrees. The temperature
Jerk Snow.
This snow is made of tiny, is 10 whole degrees below
grainy bits of ice that never zero, the ground is covered
quite stop falling, because the in Jerk Snow and I am going
wind turns it into a prickly outside. I suppose I'd better
weapon against unsuspecting prepare.
I rifle through my closet,
pedestrians. This stuff snakes
and
whiplashes
around looking for what else might
vulnerable ankles, creates steel me against the cold.
flying tendrils of freezing Normally, I like to look like
bullets, and only melts once a well-dressed, sane human

being when I leave my room, of brandy on the neck of a
but all bets are off when it's Saint Bernard, but it would
10 below. I start with a base have to suffice given the
coating of thermal under circumstances. Finally, I
armor. I look a bit like I'm manage to lace up my boots
about to go deep-sea diving over my three pairs of socks
to a slam poetry session, but with some difficulty and
the slick, black fabric will plenty of determination. I
help protect me against the pull on gloves, don a fuzzy
elements. I grab a tank top, hat and wind a wool scarf
a turtleneck, a thick pair of seven times around my face.
jeans, two pairs of socks, a I put on a second sweater
sweater, and another pair of before I squeeze into my
socks after that. The mounds winter coat, fumbling with
of fabric on my person the buttons with my bulky
begin to pile up, as if I were fingers.
a caterpillar spinning a
Through my periscopic
cocoon of clothes around my vision from behind my hat
vulnerable body. I glance in and scarf, I spare one last
the mirror appraisingly. It's glance for the window. A
a start.
tendril of Jerk Snow lashes
My next step is smothering back and forth, a cunning,
my hands and wrists in lotion beckoning finger. "Come on
and my lips in Chap Stick. out," it seems to hiss. "I'm
Both these items I will take waiting." I have a different
with me for reapplication finger to show it before I
throughout the day. In this exit my room and head down
cold, my extremities could the stairs. Finally, the front
dry up faster than a puddle door looms. The white of the
in the Mojave. Then, I grab snow is blinding. The doors
my tea thermos and fill it rattle with the force of the
to the brim with scalding wind. I take a deep breath of
water. Perhaps it isn't a keg warm, indoor air. No turning

back now.
With surprising speed
for one wearing 50 pounds
of clothing, I throw open
the door and bolt into the
frigid elements. The Jerk
Snow pelts me immediately,
partially blinding me and
stinging my face with
hundreds of icy needles.
Even through my protective
gear, the cold is numbing.
I begin to forget who I am
and what summertime is. I
forget everything except my
goal: Minne Hall, a building
literally just across a parking
lot from where I live. The
two minutes it takes to
walk from one building to
the other seems like years,
but eventually, panting and
shivering, I arrive and slam
the door against the hungry
wind. I am alive. I am
grateful. I am never going
outside again. Then it hits
me:
"...Oh, crap, I have to go
to Maxwell later..."
Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona. edu

A passive-aggressive attempt to end passive-aggressiveness
Sarah Christiaansen
Winonan
Writing this article might
get me into some trouble.
But, over the past few weeks,
I have noticed that the world
needs to take a chill pill, so
that is just a risk I am willing
to take.
When I say take a chill
pill, I mean that people need
to stop letting things get to
them so much that it ruins
their whole day, makes them
angry at the world and causes
them to write a passiveaggressive Facebook status
about how much the person
who, probably unknowingly,
wronged them, sucks. Never
naming them, of course.
Everyone gets upset. It's
a basic human emotion. But
just because Jill accidentally
told everyone at a party that
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Jack fell down and broke his remember making my status
crown, doesn't mean that something about how I
Jack's whole world has to was excited for the release
come tumbling down after.
of The Black Keys' new
I recently was blocked, not album. Filled with tons of
just de-friended, blocked, exclamation points to show
on Facebook for sharing my just how eager and anxious
disdain, via status, that I have I was, the status was almost
for the Kardashian sisters. I immediately mocked.
A
received a nasty message "friend" made his status
from a little gray head the exact same as mine but
(indicating that I had been substituted The Black Keys
blocked) telling me that the for some other artist.
While
this
normally
Kardashians are far better off
than I am and how I should wouldn't mean anything to
be ashamed that I couldn't me, I could so clearly tell
care less about them.
that the person was trying to
Shocked and appalled get me riled up and notice the
that someone would end status. I didn't appreciate
a friendship over such an the sarcasm and still don't
idiotic matter, I laughed it understand why they felt that
off. Clearly this person had their status was going to help
not taken their morning chill in any way.
pill and would hopefully
Social networking sites
calm down later.
seem to have become an
In another instance, I outlet to say what we are

really feeling. While this about me at times), I try to
may help for the moment keep my battles face-tothat the status or tweet or face, or at least text-to-text.
blog post was sent out, in the I think letting other people
end I think that talking to the know about issues that could
person is the most direct and be kept between the parties
mature way to approach the involved just causes more
drama.
situation.
Not to sound like a
Keeping a person on their
that
you
toes, wondering if the status commercial
they see that says "You're immediately change the
such an asshole!", is about channel during because some
them doesn't help the person woman is begging for money
to understand why they're an while pictures of starving
asshole. The only way the children flash before your
person can fix their asshole- eyes, but people have bigger
ness is to be told what they problems. And, to quote the
movie "American History
are doing wrong.
I guess the computer X", "Hate is baggage. Life's
screen has become a passive- too short to be pissed off all
aggressive person's most the time. It's just not worth
beloved ally. While I am not it.'
necessarily one for conflict,
Contact Sarah at
and far from perfect (the
"You're such an asshole!"
SChristiaanse07@winona.
status could definitely be
edu
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Frozen River Film Festival films make audiences happy
Calline Cronin

Winonan
Do you know what makes
you truly happy? Is it your
family and friends? Your job?
Your environment? "Happy,"
one of the documentary films
at the seventh annual Frozen
River Film Festival in
Winona, examines the lives
of people and cultures from
around the world to address
basic questions like these.
"Happy," directed by Roko
Belie, features the real-life
stories of those who have
found happiness, one of
humankind's most valued
emotions. It was one of more
than 40 programs featured at
this year's festival, among
other documentary films,
workshops, speakers and
musical performances.
Viewers of "Happy" travel
to places like the Louisiana
bayous, the Namibia deserts,
the Brazilian beaches and the
villages of Okinawa to see
how happiness has bloomed

for
these
individuals.
Amazingly, their fulfillment
did not stem from money, or
material possessions, which
our society increasingly
emphasizes as keys to
happiness. Instead, their
genuine satisfaction with
life derives from what
they put into it. The stories
Belie chose illustrate show
that
staying
physically
active, appreciating life's
simplicities,
volunteering
time and effort and spending
time with loved ones can
lead to the happy, healthy
lifestyle humans crave.
Winona State University
students
received
free
admission to the festival,
and could see films like
"Happy" on their very own
campus. Kayla Ruff, a
junior at Winona State, was
proud to have participated
in the festival. After seeing
"Happy," she was certainly
quite happy herself.
"I loved the personal
stories of what makes people

happy," she said. "It was a
great documentary."
Another student at Winona,
Abigail Ross, also liked
seeing where true
happiness comes from.
"It doesn't really matter
where you grow up, what
you do, you still can find
happiness," she said. "The
poorest person in the world
could be the happiest while
the richest one could be the
most depressed." In this
case, the poor can certainly
be considered rich.
Many of the other films
at the festival were created
to provide an engaging and
educational
experience,
which
"Happy"
clearly
seems to have accomplished.
After five days of events,
the Frozen River Film
Festival came to a close on
Sunday, having temporarily
served as a warm refuge from
the freezing temperatures.
Contact Calline at
CCroninO?@winona.edu
thehappymovie.com

Fringe Friday

David Kesler and Brianna Klapperich go up against each other in
the art battle on Fringe Friday.

A Winona resident puts in his
full effort during a pinball battle at
Dib's Cafe.
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Claire
Richards
gives
presentation on yarn bombing.

Sydney Swanson/Winonan
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Fringe Friday and Frozen River Film Festival photos

Sydney Swanson/Winonan

Sydney Swanson/Winonan
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Athenaeum presents "Lessons from a Secret History Investigator"
Courtney Kowaike
Winonan
Call it a series of fortunate
events that led not only to
the unraveling of Assistant
Professor James Parlow's
story but also to the historic
tale's construction.
Parlow's
presentation
"Lesson from a Secret
History Investigator: The
Benefits of Combining Two
Disciplinary Passions" last
Wednesday was part of
Winona State University's
Athenaeum Series. Hosted
in the Krueger Library, the
free afternoon event was
attended by 25 students and
community members.
Currently part of Winona
State's
sociology
and
criminal justice department,
Parlow is also an ex-police
officer and Civil War
presenter, which he finds
especially interesting to
discuss since "we're in the
period of it being 150 years
since the war."
Parlow admits that prior to
his discovery, he was "never
really interested in history."
"I like to live in the
present," he explained. Little
did he know that stopping at
an auction on his way home

from work several years ago development," said Parlow,
would lead him on a chase who admits to still being
technologically challenged.
back in time.
At
the
auction
in "I would be on the dial-up
Wisconsin, Parlow bought an internet at one, two, three
old box of letters and stamps in the morning looking for
for $7. After leaving it in information on this guy."
his garage for three years,
Eventually, Parlow traced
Parlow finally explored its the mystery man to Austin,
contents and found one letter Nev. At the time of writing,
of particular interest - dated Austin was a respectable
Dec. 18, 1865, the manila city due to the Gold Rush.
envelope was addressed to Nowadays, it's a ghost town.
Epha E. Storche of LaCrosse.
"Who do you call to find
Parlow said, "There was out about a town?" Parlow
no street address because the asked. "You call the police
town wasn't that big back department."
The Austin
then. Everybody just knew sheriff was able to connect
where everybody else lived." Parlow's writer - Gridley The letter's contents were to the town's annual Gridley
even more intriguing. The Days festival, but for more
man writing to Storche from concrete information he
Boston told her she had made was directed to the town
$10,000 that month but it historian.
"was not as much as usual."
Parlow's years of research
Parlow's
interest
was resulted in the second half of
piqued. "Who's making that his presentation, recounting
much money during the Civil the "Rediscovery of Civil
War?"
War's Greatest Un-Armed
Using investigative skills Hero," Reuel Colt Gridley.
honed over years of criminal An outspoken, Democratic
justice work, Parlow set grocer in Nevada, Gridley
about researching this letter gained nationwide attention
writer, using the hunt as a in 1864 as a result of a bet
distraction while completing made with a Republican
his master's program.
friend.
"This would have been
The two had been arguing
in '98, '99, and computers over which candidate would
were still a fairly new win that year's election when

it was decided whoever's
party lost would have to
carry a 50-pound bag of flour
across town to the winner's
home.
Gridley lost and is to this
day immortalized in blackand-white carrying a sack of
flour over his shoulder. His
march across town quickly
became a spectacle, resulting
in a drunken parade complete
with brass band. Gridley's
friend had no use for so
much flour, so they decided
to auction the bag to the rest
of the villagers. However,
the winner of each round
forfeited the bag and began
the auction again, repeating
the process until nearly
$5000 had been raised.
In an eerie case of
happenstance,
Parlow
discovered this information
on
exactly
the
135th
anniversary of Gridley's
first auction. "As soon as
[Austin's town historian]
told me that, the hair stood
up on the back of my neck."
Town members decided
to send the money to the
United
States
Sanitary
Commission, a relief agency
similar to the modern Red
Cross organization. Money
was sent to help sick and
wounded soldiers on both

sides of the war.
The money was telegraphed
to Saint Louis headquarters;
however, in the process
reporter Samuel Clemens,
better known today as Mark
Twain,
intercepted
the
telegraph. Twain challenged
the men to meet in Virginia
City to "show [them] how a
real auction's done."
Gridley traveled across
the country to meet Twain who, in another coincidence
he had grown up across the
street from in Missouri - and
auctioned the same bag of
flour in the same roundabout
manner, raising $6,000.
Having gained favor from the
Sanity Commission, Gridley
continued traveling across
the States and territories,
raising a grand total of
$275,000, equivalent today
to $3.9 million.
Parlow is still awed by "all
the coincidences that had to
happen to make this story
possible" and by Gridley's
legacy. "He did a lot in his
years, despite how short
lived he was. He was first of
the greatest philanthropists
this era ever saw."
Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08@winona.edu

Tetra Investment - Clean and quiet living
Effiency - 1 & 2 bedroom
Off street parking
Laundry on site
Heat included
Call (507) 454.5250
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Top lO Pixar Films
by: Kortney Spaeth
10. Cars

7. Monsters, Inc.

4. Finding Nemo

1. A Bug's Life

9. Toy Story 2

6. Toy Story 3

*-»(»( HMtUt ifttTIOM

5. The Incredibles

2. Toy Story

pixar.com

Student Housing
-4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included

-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU

Call (507) 458.5699
15'Features
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Women's basketball "confident" about upcoming matchups after wins this weekend
Alyssa Griffith
Winonan
After two heartbreaking losses
last week, the Warriors added
two wins to their record this
weekend.
Both games exhibited the
confidence the Warriors have
in their abilities.
"Last weekend's games we
knew were going to be difficult
and when we put ourselves in
the position to win against the
top two teams in conference
it built our confidence and
showed us that we can play
with anyone in conference,"
Marieanna Dulas said.
Friday night, Winona State
University defeated Minnesota
State 67-55 at home.
Leading the Warriors in
scoring was Becca Friestleben
at 13 points with three treys.
Dulas and teammate Beth

Alberson each added ten points.
Winona State's guards scored
51 points of the final 67 points.
Michelle Tobin grabbed 14
rebounds for the Warriors—a
career-high, while Michelle
McDonald had 11. Both players
added six points to the board
offensively.
The Warriors had 37 rebounds
in the game, while Minnesota
State grabbed 29.
Winona State started strong
in the first half, with seven
shots from behind the 3-point
line. Getting on the board early
served Winona State well, as
they were up 34-24 at the half.
"We played good helpdefense and didn't let them run
in transition," McDonald said.
"We knew we had to take care
of the ball on offense and slow
down their tempo."
Minnesota State wouldn't
come closer than nine points
to the Warriors through the

second half of the game.
The distance between the
two teams helped the Warriors
gather momentum.
"We didn't let the other team
get a big run on us and we
continued to score throughout
the game," Tobin said.
The
Warriors
defeated
Southwest Minnesota State
64-50, Saturday night, adding
another victory to their win
column.
In the first half, Winona State
took seven of 11 3-pointers,
leading them to a 36-27 lead
going into the second.
The Warriors remained ahead
through the second half.
McDonald was credited with
a double-double—her first of
the year. She scored 14 points
and took 14 rebounds, while
also recording eight of eight
free throws.
Dulas added 14 points to
the Warriors score with four

rinonan
Marieanna Dulas sets up a play on offense as Michelle Tobin gets in
position in the paint.

3-pointers. Katie Wolff scored
11 points off the bench with
three treys.
"In both games we also hit a
lot more from the outside, so
that made it harder for either
team to defend us," McDonald
said. "They have to choose
what they want to take away,
and that's hard if we are scoring
in multiple ways."
Winona State defense kept
Southwest Minnesota State in
check, allowing them to shoot
35.6 percent from the floor.
The win marks the eighth
time this season that the
Warriors have held opponents
to a final score of 50 points or
less.
The girls are remaining
focused to bring in more wins
that will help them in the long
run.
"We really want to finish
fourth in conference to get a
home game for conference

tournament and in order to get
that we need to win out," Dulas
said.
Despite some challenging
matchups ahead, the Warriors
are confident and looking
forward to contending.
"Our conference is tough no
matter who you are playing
on any given night," Tobin
said. "You have to be ready to
compete and battle. We were
able to keep fighting this past
weekend and get two great wins
and we are looking to add onto
them the rest of the season."
The Warriors are now 13-8
overall, and 8-7 in the NSIC
rankings heading into the
coming weekend when they
travel to face St. Cloud State
and Concordia St. Paul for their
second matchups this season.
Contact Alyssa at
AGriffith09@winona.edu

Michael Ruka/Winonan
Kelsey Andrist dribbles up the court on a breakaway as she looks for
an outlet pass.

Like Sports? Me too! Like to write? Me too! Want to write for the Winonan? I think you do!
Contact Matt at mshaibrack07@winona.edu for further information
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Warrior basketball now 12-0 at home this season and 8-0 in last eight games
Mitch Rudolph
Winonan

The Winona State men's
basketball team won their
eighth
consecutive
game
last weekend making them
undefeated at home.
Friday, the Warriors battled
Minnesota State University
Mankato at home. The final
score of the game was 85-63,
making it Winona's second
time beating them this season.
As a team the Warriors shot
69 percent with four players
scoring in the double digits,
including junior Clayton Vette,
who scored 19 points. Senior
Jon Walburg was right behind
with 18 points.
As a team the Warriors
scored 54 points in the second
half giving them a 22-point
victory, the largest victory

margin since they beat Upper
Iowa by 27 on Dec. 3.
The next day the Warriors
faced Southwest Minnesota
State for a second time this
season. This was one of their
closest games score-wise.
With just under two minutes
left to play, Walburg scored
a three pointer to put the
Warriors ahead making the
final score 69-68. Walburg also
led the team in points with 17.
Junior Zander Culver scored 13
points.
"The game was a blast to
watch, especially during the
last five minutes," said student
Kaylin Bertsch, "It was very
stressful at times but I'm so
proud of the guys."
The Warriors are now 19-2
with only seven games left this
season, three at home, and four
away.

There are still many
challenges that lay ahead before
the Warriors move on to the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference championships.
When asked which games
would be the most challenging,
assistant coach Chris Gove
said, "They all are, each game
is huge in this point of the
season. Just like every game,
we'll have to play our hardest."
Coach Gove has been with
the Warriors for 13 seasons
with two NSIC National
Championships in 2006 and
2008."
Currently, the Warriors have
a .905 winning percent and
have their next game against St.
Cloud State University Friday
at 8.00 p.m. in St. Cloud.
The Warrior's beat Saint
Cloud State earlier this season
as well as last season during

Michael Ruka/Winonan
CJ Erickson throws down a dunk with authority against Southwest
Minnesota State University.

the NSIC Tournament in the
championship round.
What makes the Warriors
stand out among the other
teams in the league is that they
have never lost a game at home,
at 12-0.
There are a number of
reasons why the Warriors
are undefeated at home. "We
get lots of support from the
community and students that
makes it a blast to play at
home," Gove said. "Another
benefit of playing at home
is that we are not tired from
traveling. Often in this league
we travel great distances to
compete which makes it a lot
less stressful when we play in
the comfort of home."
With only three home games
left, the Warriors prepare for
the NSIC Championships this
March.

For
more
information
on Winona State men's
basketball,
visit
www.
winonastatewarriors.com.

Contact Mitch at
MRudolph08@winona.edu

Michael Ruka/Winonan
Kellen Taylor tries to evade the defender as he goes up for a layup.

For Winona State Warrior scheduling information,
photographs, and statistics check out

www.winonastatewarriors.com
Sports* 17
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Athlete of the Issue
Name: Michelle Potter
Sport: Track and Field
Positron: Throws
Year in school: Senior
High School: Winona Senior High School
Hometown: Stockton, MN
Parents: Lee and Tammy Potter
Major: Exercise Science
Why did you decide to play a sport outside of high school? I have always had a passion for
athletics and being involved in sports. It was something I wanted to continue after high school not
only because I enjoyed it, but I also feel being in sports helps me to stay more focused on school,
my personal accomplishments and it helps me to lead a balanced life.
my main ev
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Iknow he would have been such a fun, smart, silly person.
Role Model? Why? I wouldn't say that I have one particular role model. If I had to choose I would

Interview By: Matt Shalbrack/Winonan
Photos Contributed By: Andrew Nyhus/Winona Athletic Department
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Indoor season in full swing for Warrior track and field
Jarrod Tembreull
Winonan

The Winona State University
Warrior track and field team is
back in action and sprinting full
steam ahead as they take on a
demanding indoor season.
Since the beginning of
the semester the Warrior
women have competed in the
Minnesota Open, the UWStout Open, and most recently
the MSU-Mankato Open and
Multi.
Under the leadership of head
coach Mason Rebarcheck,
throwing coach, Mike Turgeon,
jumping coach LaQuita Brazil,
and distance coaches Adam
Boothe and Neal Mundahl, the
team has found a great deal of
success early on in the season.
After coming back from
winter break, the Warriors came
out of the gate on fire, winning
five events at the Minnesota
Open.
The victors include jumpers
Anna Blaske and Brittney
Rynda who won the long jump
and triple jump respectively,

along with runners Kelsey
Bethke, Caitlin Dhein, and
the 4x400 relay team winning
the 400 meters, 60 meters,
and 4x400 meters relay
respectively.
The strong showing also saw
many other successful outings
from the team including
earning the top five spots in
the long jump and excellent
outings from throwers Michelle
Potter and Alissa Rausch who
posted provisional qualifying
marks for the NCAA Indoor
Championships.
The UW-Stout Open proved
that the results of the previous
week were no fluke.
Once again the team won five
events including the weight
throw, shot put, 60 meters,
4X200 relay, and 4X400 relay.
To top off the weekend
throwers Potter, Jenny Schuler,
and Shanai Guider all reached
provisional qualifying marks in
the weight throw while Rousch
reached provisional qualifying
marks for the shot put.
This past weekend took the
Warrior women to Mankato

State University to compete in
the MSU-Mankato Open and
Multi.
Over the course of a multiday meet the women again
proved that they are going to be
tough competition throughout
the season.
The Warrior track and field
team will compete again this
coming weekend at the Pointer
Open in Stevens Point, Wis.

Contact Jarrod at
JTembreull10@winona.edu

Warrior gymnastics take second
overall at UW-Whitewater meet
Jamie Babetch
Winonan

The Winona State University
women's gymnastics team fell
short in their meet against UWWhitewater Friday.
The Warriors posted a score
of 177.050. UW-Whitewater
scored 182.175.
Winona State posted a team
score of 45.825 on the floor.
UW-Whitewater claimed all
four event titles on the night.
Samantha Seehusen said the
team needs to keep practicing
and be more consistent against
better competition.
Chelsea
Lindeman
led
Winona State in this event with
a score of 9.400 on the floor
while Sabrina Hoover scored
9.250.
Brooke Baures said, "I feel
the team supporting me every
second of each of my routines.
Knowing that there are 18 other
girls that are cheering you on,
that believe in you as much
or more than you believe in
yourself is the most important
characteristic of a gymnastics
team."

On the vault, Winona State
scored a 44.450.
Laura Fabian scored a 9.050
and Melanee Pfautz scored a
9.000.
In the all around competition
Baures scored a 34.200, placing
third.
Seehusen
said,
"We
supported each other all
the way through the meet,
especially when routines didn't
necessarily go as well as we
would have hoped. We had
so much fun and just worried
about ourselves, our routines,
and what we could put out
there on the floor, not on the
other team."
The Winona State Warriors
are back in action Friday at the
UW-Lacrosse Invite.
For more information on
the Winona State gymnastics
team and other Winona
State athletics visit www.
winonastatewarriors.com

Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu

Mens's basketball Almuni game "turnout one of the biggest in the past few years"
Erin Cochran

themselves, Tom Brown and wins and no one can forget consecutive games at home and Duluth on Feb. 24.
Chris Gove, split teams up. the excitement in 2006 when what better way to welcome
Brown and Gove also got into the men brought home the the alumni back than with two
NCAA Division II National electric performances to pull
The Winona State University the action themselves.
together the weekend?
The Winona State men's Championship banner.
men's basketball team hosted
As for the rest of the season,
The legacy of the men's
an alumni game at the McCown basketball program is known
Gymnasium this past Sunday.
for excellence over the years. basketball team continued the alumni can watch with
"The turnout for the game It's no surprise that the game this weekend with two great excitement and be proud as the
was actually one of the biggest was fast paced, with lots of performances from the current outlook for the tournament is in
we've had in the past few talent showcasing their skills. team as the Warriors beat sight. March Madness is right
years," said Jason Gorman, the The final score came to 112- Minnesota State Mankato 85- around the corner with the
main assistant in organizing the 113 in overtime.
63 on Friday and Southwest NCAA Tournament from held
The men's team has earned 14 Minnesota State 69-68 on March 3-13 and the NCAA
game.
The game was free
for regular season championships Saturday. Friday was a notable Division II Elite Eight March
spectators and an estimated and clinched two tournament success because it was the 21-24 in Kentucky.
Three home games remain,
100 guests showed to watch championship titles in 2001, largest winning margin for the
the great alumni of the Winona and 2007 and appeared in the team since Dec. 3. The men's as the men get ready to take
State basketball team battle it tournament in 2006, 2008 and record is currently at 19-2 on Upper Iowa University
2011.
overall and leading the NSIC on Feb. 11, Minnesota State
out against one another.
The 2006-2007 team had 14-1.
University Moorhead on Feb. Contact Erin at
The current assistant coaches
The Warriors have won eight 18 and University of Minnesota ECochran08@winona.edu
of the team and alumni a total of 57 consecutive
Winonan
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